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Key	contacts

Last week, members of the board met 
with our architect to discuss and plan 

the way forward for the theatre building. 
As many of you know, making the place 
watertight by repairing the roof is our first 
priority, but we need to ensure that any 
work done on our five roofs does not have 
to be undone in a few years’ time if our 
longer term plans should include poten-
tial remodeling of the courtyard bridge. 
So while progress may at times appear 
glacial, we are working hard to achieve the 
improvements that we all want. 

Improving access is another priority; our 
stairs are steep and, while fire exits are 
clearly marked and kept clear, evacuation 
in case of an emergency would not be as 
simple as we would like. Our members 
are remarkably tolerant of the quirks and 
inconveniences of this old building, but it  
really is time we gave the old chap a facelift. 

We intend to plan and work in phases, 
depending on our success in raising the 
necessary funds. Actors have struggled 
with the lack of backstage loos and the 
start of many performances has often to  
be delayed for a few minutes to allow  
actors in costume to dash through the bar 
to the toilets and scoot back in time for the 
curtain up without the audience fearing 
there is some dreadful hiatus. A legacy 
from the late Jo Stone for the benefit of actors 
was earmarked some years ago to pay for 
actors’ lavatories. In order, however, to 
provide these long overdue facilities, we 
need to consider how best to incorporate 
them into the redevelopment of the whole 
suite of rooms underneath the stage and 
auditorium. 

We would like to provide a larger, better 
equipped rehearsal room as well as loos, 

and upgrade the existing storage facilities. 
This suite of rooms could then provide a 
more appropriate base for our burgeoning 
Youth Group as well as rehearsals, and also 
allow us to make use of the space during 
the day for workshops, classes etc, some 
of which could eventually generate more 
income for BLT. 

Over the next five years we will have to do 
some serious fundraising. If any members 
know of any individuals, businesses or or-
ganisations who might be able to work with 
us, provide grants, expertise or free serv-
ices or materials etc, please get in touch. 

Before we even begin that process, we are 
anxious to appoint a finance director to the 
board. Ideally this person would have  
a background in business and a good 
knowledge and interest in financial plan-
ning and business strategy. We have an ef-
ficient and hardworking treasurer in Colin 
Martin, who takes care of all the day to 
day financial work of the theatre but what 
we need is an adviser on the board who 
is committed to BLT and wants to see it 
thrive. If you or someone you know, might 
be interested in this work, please contact 
me at: janeb@bromleylittletheatre.org.

Now perhaps an even more urgent plea: 
Christina Jeremiah, who has been mem-
bership secretary for many years and has 
done an excellent job, is retiring and we 
need a replacement as soon as possible. 
Full training will be given but you need to 
be organised and confident in using basic 
spreadsheets and databases. Almost all of 
the work can be done at home and more 
and more of the membership applications 
and payments are done online so there 
is very little cash handling. Please get in 
touch with any member of the board if  
you would like to know more about the job.

As you know, we went public in January 
and with Blithe Spirit, we hit the ground 
running. The attendance was 98% which, 
as one seat is always reserved for the director, 
is as near to a sell-out as BLT ever gets. 
Roughly 20% of the tickets were bought by 
non-members. The thought-provoking and 
very well received In The Bar show, The 
Believers, also sold out, so our 2016 season 
got off to a cracking start. I would advise 
members to take advantage of the priority 
booking period for future shows as tickets 
can sell pretty quickly.

I hope you continue to enjoy the wide variety 
of plays on offer this season.

–	Jane	Buckland,	BLT chair
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Patrick Neylan and 
Emma Sweeney 
in BLT’s January 
2016 production of 
Blithe	Spirit



Noticeboard & Latest NewsDiary
Dates

2016
Fri	11	-	Sat	19	Mar	2016	at	7.45pm

Far	From	The		
Madding	Crowd
by Thomas Hardy. Adapted by Mark Healy
Directed by Kay O’Dea

Fri	8	-	Sat	16	Apr	2016	at	7.45pm

The	Lieutenant		
Of	Inishmore
by Martin McDonagh
Directed by Paul Campion
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ar

Thu	21-Sun	24	Apr	2016	at	7.45pm

The	Long	Road
by Shelagh Stephenson
Directed by Nikki Packham

Fri	6	-	Sat	14	May	2016	at	7.45pm

Other	Desert	Cities
by Jon Robin Baitz
Directed by Jane Buckland

Fri	3	-	Sat	11	Jun	2016	at	7.45pm

Lord	Arthur		
Savile’s	Crime
by Oscar Wilde (Adapted by Constance Cox)
Directed by Andy Solts

In
 T

he
 B

ar

Thu	16	-	Sun	19	Jun	2016	at	7.45pm

Old	Times
by Harold Pinter
Directed by Colleen Batson

Fri	8	-	Sat	16	Jul	2016	at	7.45pm

One	Man,	Two	Guvnors
by Richard Bean
Directed by Dan & Pauline Armour

Thu	21	-	Sat	23	Jul	2016	at	7.45pm

Youth Show: TBC
Directed by Helen Dunlea

Fri	16	-	Sat	24	Sep	2016	at	7.45pm

Rules	For	Living
by Sam Holcroft
Directed by Jane Buckland

In
 T

he
 B

ar

Thu	29	Sep	-	Sun	2	Oct	2016	at	7.45pm

Orphans
by Dennis Kelly
Directed by Tony Jenner

Except for In The Bar shows,  
there are no performances on a Sunday.
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BLT	goes	public!
WHAT IT MeANS FOR YOu …

BLT has changed its premises licence!  
For the first time ever, non-members  

are able to buy tickets for our main house 
shows.

So	what	do	I	need	to	know?
• members now enjoy a two-month ‘priority’ 

booking period for themselves and their 
guests before booking opens to non-
members, one month before the first night 
of a main house production;

• guests no longer need to be signed in;
• tickets for In The Bar shows continue to 

be bookable only by members, but they 
may still bring guests; and

• we have abolished the little used junior 
tickets, but are introducing discounted 
ticket prices for under-18s for our own 
Youth Group productions and any other 
shows aimed specifically at a younger 
audience. 

Member’s priority booking is now open for 
our March and April main house shows.
BLT	very	much	remains	a	membership	
organisation	and	hopes	that	you	will	
continue	to	enjoy	the	many	benefits	of	
being	a	member	of	our	thriving	commu-
nity	theatre.	Benefits	include:
• priority booking for all main house 

shows for you and your guests;
• reduced price tickets (£8 instead  

of £12);
• facility to book In The Bar shows and 

other ‘members only’ events;
• free subscription to our bimonthly house 

magazine, Spotlights; and
• the eligibility to take part in our shows, 

either on or back stage, or as part of the 
front of house team.

Annual membership is still just £16 for  
a single adult, £25 for a couple, £35 for  
a family and only £6 for juniors under  
16, and for students in full-time education. 
Memberships now need to be renewed 
for 2016, either via the BLT website with 
a credit or debit card, or you can send an 
application/renewal form to the member-
ship secretary, with a cheque and SSAe 
(membership forms available in the theatre 
bar or downloadable from the BLT website: 
www.bromleylittletheatre.org). • 

BLT	on	the	telly!

In January, BLT were featured on cable TV 
channel London Live, about us going public.  

Publicity director, Pat Jones and artistic 
director, Pauline Armour were interviewed 
and a rehearsal of Blithe Spirit was shown. 
If you missed it, you can watch it via the 
BLT website: www.bromleylittletheatre.org 
(‘BLT on the telly’). •

Playgoers’	chair	address

Before finally closing the door on 2015, 
we held our annual Playgoers Christ-

mas party and great fun was had by all in 
spite of all the coughs, colds and ‘flu. Thank 
you to all the organisers.

However, now that Christmas and New 
Year are well and truly in the past (I hope 
they were all good), I can report that BLT 
has made a great start to 2016 by welcom-
ing members of the public for the first time. 
Our production of Blithe Spirit received a 
great reception and very nearly sold out.  
Our congratulations to director Stevie 
Hughes and his team. 

In spite of tickets not being bookable by 
non-members, our In The Bar production, 
The Believers was more than sold out; a 
great success, so thank you, Jessica-Ann 
Jenner, for this thought provoking production.

The board of directors continues to plan 
our future; in particular securing a long 
lease for us in order to make it worthwhile 
to make much needed improvements. Our 
thanks to the publicity team for their hard 
work in making everybody aware of who 
and where we are.

We look forward to your continued support. 

–	Pauline	Pead,	chair, Playgoers’ Committee

BTG	Festival	2016

Below are listed the entries for the 
Bromley Theatre Guild Full-Length Play 

Fetsival for 2016. The adjudication dates 
are shown in brackets.

Beckenham Theatre Centre (Fri 18 March) 
WAITING	FOR	GODOT

Hayes Players (Thu 2 April) 
DI	AND	VIV	AND	ROSE

Theatre 62 (Wed 2 April) 
COLLABORATION

Burnt Ash Drama (Sat 9 April) 
ON	THE	RAzzLE

Bromley Little Theatre (Fri 15 April) 
THE	LIEuTENANT	OF	INISHMORE

Leap Productions (Thu 21 April) 
PORNOGRAPHY

Chelsfield Players (Fri 29 April) 
THE	THRILL	OF	LOVE

Pratts Bottom Drama (Sat 30 April) 
THE	REuNION	

Farnborough Drama (Wed May 20) 
THE	ENquIRY

Matchbox (TBC) 
ONE	MAN,	TWO	GuVNORS

Imperial Players (TBC) 
TBC	

Noticeboard

Fri	11	-	Sat	19	Mar	2016	at	7.45pm		
(not	Sun	13)

Fri	8	-	Sat	16	Apr	2016	at	7.45pm	
(not	Sun	10)

Thu	21	-	Sun	24	Apr	2016	at	7.45pm

In	The	Bar

Far	From	The	
Madding	Crowd
by Thomas Hardy. Adapted by Mark Healy

Directed by Kay O’Dea

The play takes place in the late 19th 
century in the county of Wessex coun-

tryside. Mark Healy, who adapted the novel 
into a play, describes it as being about 
‘love and loss, desire and obsession and 
ultimately, murder and marriage.’

Live and authentic folk music help create 
the atmosphere and mood of the play.

CAST:

Bathsheba: Jessica	Vautier

Boldwood /Pennyways: Simon	Holland

Gabriel Oak : Matt	Sharp

Sergeant Troy : Phil	Cairns

Fanny Robins : Megan	McGery

Liddy Smallbury : Heather	Waine

Maryann Money : Ann	Morgan

Mrs Hurst : Catherine	Ross

Soberance : Rebecca	Riddlestone

Henery/Shepherd/Merchant #1:  
Mark	Dempsey

Poorgrass:/Merchant #2 : Peter	Yolland

Jan Coggan : Stephen	Pitt

Banks/Vicar/Messenger : Robin	Ferguson

Farmer/Martha Moon : Emma	Kerby-Evans

The	Lieutenant	
Of	Inishmore
by Martin McDonagh

Directed by Paul Campion

Psychotic IRA terrorist Mad Padraic only 
cares about one thing more than Irish 

independence and that’s his beloved cat, 
Wee Thomas. So when Padraic learns that 
Wee Thomas has been killed, someone’s 
going to pay. Big time. And when a group 
of hitmen arrive to assassinate Padraic, the 
body count goes into overdrive…

McDonagh’s brilliantly outrageous comedy 
serves up gore, guns and gags in generous 
portions from some of the most hilariously 
stupid characters ever seen on a stage. 
Imagine Father Ted meeting Quentin 
Tarantino round at Monty Python’s place 
and you get the general idea.

If you like your humour blacker than a Con-
nemara peat bog, you’ll want to catch what 
is one of the most improbable of comedies, 
and a merciless satire on the ultimate futil-
ity of terrorism.

CAST:

Donny : Mathew	Platt 
Davey : Chris	Learmonth 
Padraic : Richard	Stewart 
Mairead : Charis	Anna	Mostert 
Christy : Richard	Toynton 
Joey / James : Daniel	Ryan 
Brendan : James	Mercer

Contains	strong	language,	and	scenes	of	
a	very	violent	nature.

The	Long	Road
by Shelagh Stephenson

Directed by Nikki Packham

When 18 year-old Danny is fatally 
stabbed by emma, his family strug-

gles to find meaning and forgiveness. His 
mother Mary’s determination to under-
stand this random knifing by a girl the 
same age as her son brings her face to face 
with his perpetrator. But it’s not only Mary 
who is forced to confront the bitter sense-
lessness of the loss. but her husband John 
and Danny’s brother Joe are too.

Playwright Shelagh Stephenson (The 
Memory Of Water, An Experiment With An 
Air Pump) wrote this to be performed in 
prisons as well as in theatres. She visited 
prisons with The Forgiveness Project and 
Synergy Theatre Project and found that 
nearly all the prisoners had been pro-
foundly damaged long before they ended 
up in jail.

The Long Road is a moving and often very 
funny piece of theatre that is sure to touch 
each and every one of us.

CAST:

Joe : Joe	Dominic

Mary : Fiona	Cullen

John : Andrew	Newbon

Emma : Bethan	Boxall

Elizabeth : Julie	Binysh

Music composed specially for the production 
by Tom Dignum

Previews

To BOOK: Visit: www.BromleyLittleTheatre.org •	Tel: 0333	666	3366	• email: BoxOffice@BromleyLittleTheatre.org

Booking opens to non-members:

11	February	2016
Booking opens to non-members: 

8	March	2016
(In The Bar shows bookable by members 
only)
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Review

I have to admit to approaching this pro-
duction with some slight apprehension, 

based on my previous experience of popular 
screen originals re-created for the very 
different medium of live theatre. Two such 
which I adjudicated in recent Kent Drama 
Association festivals, for example, ‘Allo ‘Allo 
and Dad’s Army, both seemed to me to have 
suffered in the transition – although, in-
credibly, a stage version of the 1946 David 
Niven classic A Matter Of Life And Death 
worked extraordinarily well in the confines 
of the Woodchurch Village Hall!

Whatever fears I may have entertained, 
however, were quickly proved groundless. 
Sitcom writer Graham Linehan’s adaptation 
of the well-known and much-loved 1955 
ealing Comedy follows the outline of the 
original filmscript but turns the piece from 

a macabre , edgy comedy into a hilarious 
and eminently stage-worthy farce.

For any not familiar with the film, the 
intentionally ambiguous title refers to a 
group of bungling criminals who, planning 
to rob a train at Kings Cross station, take 
up residence in the nearby home of the 
sweet, innocent and elderly Mrs Wilber-
force. As a cover for their nefarious plan, 
they pose as rehearsing musicians, with 
hilarious consequences. Inevitably, Mrs 
Wilberforce becomes aware of their decep-
tion, but when they plan consequently to 
dispatch her she reveals a steely moral 
determination, with fatal results instead 
for the hapless villains.

Tony Jenner’s imaginative set, once again 
as much a feat of engineering as of design, 
with an upper-level bedroom and rock-

solid, much-used staircase, successfully 
displayed the seediness of that area of 
post-war London. If the simulation of the 
street door required some suspension of 
belief from the audience, that is a problem 
at BLT to which I see no more satisfactory 
solution. The lighting was at an appropri-
ately gloomy but acceptable level, but I 
must confess that it took me a little while 
to realise that the frequent loud bursts of 
background noise were actually intended 
to emanate from trains on the nearby railway.

As Mrs Wilberforce, Jan Greenough again 
confirmed the remarkable versatility which 
has characterised her recent BLT appear-
ances. exuding a lavender scent almost 
detectable in the auditorium, she expertly 
captured the initial innocence and sweet-
ness of the character, before revealing 

Stephen Gray and Howie Ripley

Photography: Martin Phillips

“The	entire	cast	achieved	a	high	
level	of	ensemble	performance,	
which	clearly	owed	much	to	Mike	
Savill’s	inventive	and	polished	
direction.	”

Jan Greenhough, Peter Yolland,  
Jessica Vautier and Hazal Han.

December	2015

the iron resolve which brought about the 
crooks’ demise.

each member of the ‘gang’ delivered a 
nicely contrasted characterisation: Steve 
Williams was very funny as the bogus major 
with a penchant for dressing in female 
attire; Giles Tebbitts, likeable as the punch-
drunk but good-natured former pugilist 
One-Round; Paul Johnson, the cheerful 
embodiment of the archetypal fifties spiv 
Harry, and Howie Ripley, totally convinc-
ing as the psychotic Rumanian, Louis with 
hilariously mangled english.

This disparate crew was led by the clearly 
deranged ‘Professor’ Marcus, who strug-
gled ineffectively to deal with Mrs Wilber-
force. Stephen Gray certainly extracted all 
the humour from the role but, although it is 
churlish to compare him with the incom-

parable Alec Guiness (who had the benefit 
of the ‘close-up’), I would have liked to see 
a little more of the menace underlying the 
character’s imbecility.

The excellent cast was completed by 
Mark Dempsey as a well-remembered 
1950s ‘bobby’ and by Penny Cullen as 
Mrs Tromleyton, leading a gaggle of Mrs 
Wilberforce’s tea-guests (not identified in 
the programme). All beautifully costumed 
for their brief appearance, they made a 
significant contribution to the action –  
the scene in which they were regaled by  
a ‘concert’ of total cacophony passed off  
as avant-garde music was one of the 
evening’s many humorous highspots.

The entire cast achieved a high level of 
ensemble performance, which clearly  
owed much to Mike Savill’s inventive and 

polished direction. Pacing and shaping 
of the far-from-easy genre of farce was 
well-judged and its many physical aspects, 
including a good measure of outright slapstick, 
confidently controlled. Perhaps most strik-
ingly, each character was invested with 
endearing qualities which enabled the 
audience to care about them and even,  
I believe, to feel some sympathy for them  
in their final demise.

On the night I attended, the audience reac-
tion was deservedly prolonged and effusive 
– proof if needed that considerable stage-
craft and theatrical skill, unobtrusively 
employed, had resulted in a huge measure 
of enjoyment and entertainment. 

–	Arthur	Rochester

Mark Dempsey and Giles Tebbitts 
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In line with the current vogue of serving 
show-themed drinks in the BLT bar, the 

tipple on offer for Blithe Spirit was the very 
Coward-esque dry martini, which was en-
tirely apt, as this production proved to be a 
winning concoction of Coward’s dry wit and 
some deliciously intoxicating performances.

Written in less than two weeks at the 
height of the Blitz, Blithe Spirit was Noël 
Coward’s attempt to cheer up the belea-
guered British public. It did much more 
than that, notching up a record-breaking 
1,997 performances in the West end and 
becoming one of the best-loved comedies 
of all time.

For those few unfortunates unfamiliar  
with the plot, it goes like this: as research 
for his latest novel, succesful author 
Charles Condomine invites a spiritualist, 
Madame Arcati, to conduct a séance at one 
of his dinner parties. unfortunately, she 
only succeeds in summoning the ghost of 
Charles’ deceased first wife, elvira, who 
proceeds to make life hell for him and his 
current wife, Ruth.

The play bristles with some of Coward’s 
wittiest exchanges, such as the moment 
when Charles, firmly in the doghouse and 
trying to make awkward conversation,  
asks Ruth whether there is anything inter-
esting in The Times and is met with the acid 
riposte, “Don’t be silly, Charles”.

Such sophisticated, expertly crafted 
dialogue only works when delivered in 
a clipped, precise way. emma Sweeney 
did so to perfection. Her diction, delivery 
and timing were a joy to behold, making 
her perfect for the relentlessly logical and 
rather domineering Ruth. It’s only January, 
but this performance has already set the 
bar high.

At her side, Patrick Neylan made an excel-
lent Charles, having not just the correct 
look and bearing, but also bringing a befud-
dled exasperation to the role, particularly 
in the farcical scenes when Charles is 
speaking to the ghostly elvira (who can’t be 
seen by Ruth) and Ruth thinks he’s talking 
to her.

When it first appeared, some criticised 
Blithe Spirit for its jokey attitude to death. 
But this play is really about marriage and 
how an unhappy one can be a kind of  
death in itself. At first, Charles and Ruth  
appear content, but it becomes obvious 
that their relationship is based on toler-
ance, not happiness. The catalyst for 
revealing this is the appearance of elvira, 
who immediately sets about winning 
Charles back.
 As this mischievous free spirit (pardon the 
pun), Holly Hewitt was enchanting.  
From her first shimmering appearance,  
she pouted, teased and seduced her way 

into Charles’ heart, and ours. Aided by 
effective makeup and a gorgeously ghostly 
dress, she was utterly entrancing.
Likewise, Paul Green and Ann Morgan 
made a charming Doctor and Mrs Brad-
man, the former bringing an appealing 
bluffness to his role, while the latter 
marked her BLT debut with a delightful 
performance that certainly made the most 
of the character.
The old adage about there being no small 
parts, only small actors was also proved by 
Deborah Hedges, making a welcome return to 
BLT as edith, the terrified maid. This is a small 

Blithe
Review

“(Emma	Sweeney’s)	diction,	
delivery	and	timing	were	a	joy	to	
behold.	“

Emma Sweeney, Ann Morgan, Paul Green, 
Karen O’Neill and Patrick Neylan in BLT’s 
Janaury 2016 production of Blithe	Spirit

role but a potential scene-stealer and Debo-
rah exploited every comic possibility through 
her physicality and superb facial expressions.

As with Lady Bracknell in The Importance 
Of Being Earnest, in any production of 
Blithe Spirit the spotlight inevitably falls on 
Madame Arcati. Like the fearsome Lady B, 
this is one of the great comic roles in thea-
tre and a challenge for any actress.  
The biggest mistake would be to go over 
the top – Arcati is eccentric, not mad. She 
may be somewhat ‘away with the fairies’, 
but she’s no fool – her withering put-downs 
of her detractors’ scepticism show that.  

So all praise to Karen O’Neill for stay-
ing just the right side of bonkers. That 
said, there were moments when I felt the 
character needed a little more eccentric 
abandon, particularly in the séance scenes.  
But on the whole, this Arcati was an  
endearing blend of ‘arty’ and ‘hearty’.

Having once directed this play myself, I 
know what technical challenges it poses, 
so I admired the ways they were tackled 
here. Jan Greenhough’s simple but effective 
set included a very realistic-looking fire, 
adding a suitably eerie glow to the séance, 
and enabled some very convincing ghostly 

vandalism in the final scene. Billowing net 
curtains and well-judged sound design 
combined to enhance each supernatural 
appearance while, as mentioned before, the 
makeup and costumes were spot-on.

All in all then, let’s raise a very dry martini 
to director Stevie Hughes and his team for 
giving us a show that warmed our hearts 
and, dare I say, raised our spirits, on an 
extremely cold January evening.

–	Paul	Campion

January	2016Spirit

Photos: Dave Jones/www.ashleighvideo.co.uk



Where’s the proof? What’s the right 
thing to believe in? If God (x), then 

how can (y) … etc. It’s the difference be-
tween those who can live their life by faith, 
and those who can’t, that forms the central 
conflict of The Believers. Maud and Ollie are 
the believers, who in the spirit of charity, 
invite their neighbours, Joff and Marianne, 
to take shelter from a storm whose rising 
flood waters threaten their house and the 
lives of their daughter Grace’s soft toys. 
While Grace and the believers’ daughter, 
Joyous (‘named after one of Maud’s or-
gasms’), play upstairs and remain offstage 
throughout, the couples spend the night 
at dinner, with plenty of white rioja and, 
eventually, recreational drugs as they clash 
with each other on the issue of belief, as 
well as battling their own internal demons.

Constraint breeds creativity they say, so 
the bar of our own BLT has the potential to 
be a hive of imaginative creation. It’s not 
a great space – it’s small and technically 
frugal, light leaks through every crack in 
the ceiling and, if I were to give my hon-
est opinion on those pillars, it would eat 
through my word count (and expand some 
vocabularies). Crooked Wood, however, 
reassured me that if anyone was going to 
squeeze every bit of potential from the 
bar’s idiosyncracies, it would be Jessica-
Ann Jenner. The pillars went from peren-
nial nuisance to the central focus of the 
set, dividing the stage into distinct sections 

Review

and utilising an ingenious fold-out frame to 
create a dining room table, as well as sup-
porting the actors during the spectacular 
‘flying’ scene. 

What actors they are too. I don’t think I 
really found any of the characters ‘lik-
able’ – they aren’t written particularly 
well enough for that – but the performers 
wrung out every drop of talent to bring 
them to life and make them relatable.  
Both couples had perfect chemistry with 
their respective partner and, both in look 
and attitude, perfectly challenged their 
opposite numbers: the guests’ laidback and 
looser movement and costume wonder-
fully at odds with the believers’ smarter, 
clean-cut look. Jaimi Keemer as Maud ran 
the gamut between wide-eyed happy in-
nocence and mischievous seductress, with 
a slight potential of menace when required. 
Her husband Ollie (James Mercer) was a 
perfect partner for her, matching her quali-
ties wonderfully, but always possessing a 
sinister undercurrent at which James ex-
cels. Andrew Newbon as Joff started rather 
stiffly, but as his character relaxed, the ve-
neer sloughed off and his vulnerability and 
neuroses, previously overshadowed by his 
wife, came to the fore. For me, Hazal Han 
was the shining jewel in this dark piece. 
Sardonically cynical to hide her weakness 
as worry oozed from her every pore. There 
wasn’t a moment she was onstage where 
I wasn’t watching her. Arguably, she had 

the lion’s share of the humour, but she had 
to counterbalance this with the emotional 
gut-punching that the later stages of the 
action called for. She brought more than 
one audience member to horrified tears by 
the conclusion.
I don’t think The Believers was perfect, by 
any means. The structure and the charac-
ters have in hindsight left me rather under-
whelmed, but I hesitate to take points off 
the production for the script’s faults. It also 
opened rather slowly - the first few scenes 
were rather underpaced until the show 
hit its stride - and the ‘comfort’ break I 
personally considered completely unneces-
sary, breaking the flow and emotion of the 
show for a scene change that didn’t seem 
major enough to warrant an end to the ac-
tion (I know there were some bladders in 
the room who would disagree with me.) 
However, I can’t deny that The Believers 
exemplifies everything I want BLT to try 
more of: somewhat more ambitious and 
emotional shows, both technically and 
physically. The movement and physical 
elements were never too much and really 
helped emphasise the emotional state of 
the moment. That’s something that can re-
ally be used more in future, especially in so 
intimate a space as the BLT bar. Perform-
ances were stellar throughout, possibly the 
best work I’ve seen from each actor and a 
triumph for the bar as a venue.
–	Richard	Stewart
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Jan Greenhough, Paul Johnson and Stephen Gray in 
BLT’s December 2015 production of The	Ladykillers

Deborah Hedges and Holly 
Hewitt in BLT’s January 2016 
production of Blithe	Spirit


